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Across
7. "Houston, we have a problem."
8. We're striving to get Senator O'Donnell to vote 

for this bill.
9. Reggie _____ the virtues of his father's hard 

work and determination.
11. Viola was _____ on the soccer field, even when 

she tackled girls twice her size.
12. Tina is _____ about her friendship with Suki, 

who has a habit of asking for extravagant 
favors.

13. Extreme hatred or ill will
14. Antonym for unlettered; illiterate
16. To be of the same opinion; to agree with
17. What smells?

Down
1. It’s been rearranged.
2. Quiet and modest; reserved
3. "Frankly, my dear…"
4. Treena's _____ comments made everyone 

dislike her.
5. Like winning the Super Bowl at the end of 

football season
6. Synonym for offense; slight
7. Hitler, for example
9. Everyone thought Carly was a(n) _____ 

because no one understood why she did the 
things she did.

10. Our local shelter helps _____ citizens get back 
on their feet after they've lost everything.

11. Being a(n) _____ gives you an advantage in the 
job market after graduation.

15. To tear apart violently
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Across

7.  “Houston, we have a problem.”

8.  We’re striving to get Senator O’Donnell to vote for 
this bill.

9.  Reggie _____ the virtues of his father’s hard work 
and determination.

11.  Viola was _____ on the soccer field, even when 
she tackled girls twice her size.

12.  Tina is _____ about her friendship with Suki, who 
has a habit of asking for extravagant favors.

13.  Extreme hatred or ill will

14.  Antonym for unlettered, illiterate

16.  To be of the same opinion; to agree with

17.  What smells?

Down

1.  It’s been rearranged.

2.  Quiet and modest; reserved

3.  “Frankly, my dear…”

4.  Treena’s _____ comments made everyone dislike 
her.

5.  Like winning the Super Bowl at the end of football 
season

6.  Synonym for offense, slight

7.  Hitler, for example

9.  Everyone thought Carly was a(n) _____ because 
no one understood why she did the things she did.

10.  Our local shelter helps _____ citizens get back on 
their feet after they’ve lost everything.

11.  Being a(n) _____ gives you an advantage in the job 
market after graduation.

15.  To tear apart violently
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Answer Key

T
1

D
2

R C
3

E S
4

A A M C
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A
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N N U U F R
S D R L F D
P D

7
I L E M M A R L

8
O B B Y

E
9

X T O L L E D I O D
10

N
N S M N I

11
N T R E P I D

I E A
12

M B I V A L E N T S C
G G T T T
M R

13
A N C O R I E

14
R U D I T E

A G O R T R
15

C
16

O N C U R N N U E
E T N

F
17

E T I D

Across
7. "Houston, we have a problem." [DILEMMA] 
8. We're striving to get Senator O'Donnell to vote 

for this bill. [LOBBY] 
9. Reggie _____ the virtues of his father's hard 

work and determination. [EXTOLLED] 
11. Viola was _____ on the soccer field, even when 

she tackled girls twice her size. [INTREPID] 
12. Tina is _____ about her friendship with Suki, 

who has a habit of asking for extravagant 
favors. [AMBIVALENT] 

13. Extreme hatred or ill will [RANCOR] 
14. Antonym for unlettered; illiterate [ERUDITE] 
16. To be of the same opinion; to agree with 

[CONCUR] 
17. What smells? [FETID] 

Down
1. It’s been rearranged. [TRANSPOSE] 
2. Quiet and modest; reserved [DEMURE] 
3. "Frankly, my dear…" [CANDID] 
4. Treena's _____ comments made everyone 

dislike her. [SARDONIC] 
5. Like winning the Super Bowl at the end of 

football season [CULMINATION] 
6. Synonym for offense; slight [AFFRONT] 
7. Hitler, for example [DEMAGOGUE] 
9. Everyone thought Carly was a(n) _____ 

because no one understood why she did the 
things she did. [ENIGMA] 

10. Our local shelter helps _____ citizens get back 
on their feet after they've lost everything. 
[DESTITUTE] 

11. Being a(n) _____ gives you an advantage in the 
job market after graduation. [INTERN] 

15. To tear apart violently [REND] 
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Across
7.  “Houston, we have a problem.” [DILEMMA]
8.  We’re striving to get Senator O’Donnell to vote for this 

bill. [LOBBY]
9.  Reggie _____ the virtues of his father’s hard work and 

determination. [EXTOLLED]
11.  Viola was _____ on the soccer field, even when she  

tackled girls twice her size. [INTREPID]
12.  Tina is _____ about her friendship with Suki, who has a 

habit of asking for extravagant favors. [AMBIVALENT]
13.  Extreme hatred or ill will [RANCOR]
14.  Antonym for unlettered, illiterate [ERUDITE]
16.  To be of the same opinion; to agree with [CONCUR]
17.  What smells? [FETID]

Down
1.  It’s been rearranged. [TRANSPOSE]
2.  Quiet and modest; reserved [DEMURE]
3.  “Frankly, my dear…” [CANDID]
4.  Treena’s _____ comments made everyone dislike her. 

[SARDONIC]
5.  Like winning the Super Bowl at the end of football season 

[CULMINATION]
6.  Synonym for offense, slight [AFFRONT]
7.  Hitler, for example [DEMAGOGUE]
9.  Everyone thought Carly was a(n) _____ because no one 

understood why she did the things she did. [ENIGMA]
10.  Our local shelter helps _____ citizens get back on their 

feet after they’ve lost everything. [DESTITUTE]
11.  Being a(n) _____ gives you an advantage in the job  

market after graduation. [INTERN]
15.  To tear apart violently [REND]
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